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friends during the wars with protestant England. When defeat and persecution
came, it became the honoured symbol of past glories, the token of fidelity to the
faith and a sort of promise for the future. Every Indian to whom I talked, man or
woman, upon realizing that I was a Frenchman, invariably took out their rosary and
held it to my eyes with a gentle and sad smile that told a long story.  Nowadays,
and since they are no longer persecuted, they go to church and priests have
returned to minister to them. They venerate their pas? tors like children in need of
affection. They prove everyday the power? ful influence priests have over them for
most of them have renounced the most nefarious of their more base instincts: their
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among them of pamphlets and cmde lithographs showing one of their brothers
being tempted by a big devil, complete with homs and tail, dressed up as an
American mer? chant, who is showing him a tottle of hard liquor. He drinks and falls
in the flames of hell while his wife and children look on with grief.  This lesson
produced results and, assuredly, there are few dmnkards nowadays amongst the
Indians of Nova Scotia. Qn this score, they show good will. However, on every other
aspect generated by their native instincts, such as nomadic life, love of
independence, not a great liking for steady work, they promise but cannot deliver. A
few women and girls were persuaded to become domestics. They are very docile,
timorous even, affectionate and grateful for the good treatment shown them, but
they cannot abide mies and no amount of enticement or force will prevent them,
after a while, from bolting one morning to return to the forests. The entreaties of
the priests are use? less; they cry but nevertheless leave.  In Nova Scotia, Indians
have no political rights and this is neither an injustice nor a spoliation. Refusing all
European habits and ways of thinking, they evidently cannot belong to a society
based on princi? ples which they refuse to accept. However, they are protected by
generous laws and their behaviour is such that there is no possibility that they be
ill-treated. No one offends nor harms them. They them? selves are exceedingly
gentle, having retained none of the combative spirit of their ancestors, to the point
where I doubt if SUMMERTIME PRODUCTIONS SOCIETY! they-uld be convinced to
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already said that these tribes do not belong to the Red Indian race. They are
Eskimos who are naturally a very weak and thoroughly harmless variety of human
species. At the Pole they are, today, the victims of Red Indians who massacre them
without pity and who will suc? ceed in exterminating them because they defend
themselves so poorly. In Nova Scotia, when the French established their first
colonies, contact with Red Indians had forced them to adopt wariike habits, so much
so that they adopted their enemies' military customs to the point where they
tortured and scalped their prisoners like the Hurons themselves. It was not difficult,
however, to dissuade them from these practices which were caused by their
situation and, once they were out of peril, they very willingly abandoned their
weapons, the handling of which they have now forgotten.  Their faults are those of
the weak and of children: la? ziness and untruthfulness. But they are honest and
their morals are remarkably pure because they are a cold race. The government
has assigned to them a vast territory in the middle of the Island to do as they
please and Europeans are forbidden to settle there. Nevertheless, Indians seldom
go there. It seems that they have taken a strong dislike to this territory ever since it
was given to them. Borders bother them, they prefer to roam through all parts of
the Island, taking their wigwams and canoes with them. They are unhindered.  They
camp for a few days in a forest, on a beach where they plane down twards, make
baskets and delicate little wori
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